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0 of 0 review helpful and Penda turns out to have an amazing instinct with a bow and arrow By Donna Miller Couldn t 
put it down This novel is a frame story It starts in 1180 with an ailing abbot telling the story of a mercenary a young 
peasant girl from the fens and a daughter of a noble house in England years before in 1141 during the time when the 
countryside was devastated by a civil war as King Stephen and his co A powerful historical novel by the late Ariana 
Franklin and her daughter Samantha Norman The Siege Winter is a tour de force mystery and murder adventure and 
intrigue a battle for a crown told by two courageous young women whose fates are intertwined in twelfth century 
England rsquo s devastating civil war 1141 England is engulfed in war as King Stephen and his cousin the Empress 
Matilda vie for the crown In this dangerous world not even Emma ldquo A thoroughly captivating tale rdquo Kirkus s 
ldquo Readers will note Franklin rsquo s hand in the storytelling and see the freshness Norman brings to the tale filled 
with fascinating characters who drive the plot as much as the tempe 
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